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Focus on SERAPID Ltd
Based in Bury St Edmunds, the SERAPID 
UK Sales & Projects office covers a 
wide geographical area which includes 
Scandinavia, Far East, Middle East 
and Oceania and has secured projects 
as diverse as staging for the recent 
Beyoncé/Jay-Z concert tour, retractable 
seating at Singapore’s national stadium 
and an aircraft warning light on top of 
one of London’s most iconic buildings. 
The UK operation is heading SERAPID’s 
move in to supplying the commercial lift 
market.

Event: our presence at 
World Nuclear Exhibition 
(WNE)  France
We had a great show at WNE this 
year! SERAPID exhibited on the cluster 
Nucléopolis pavilion. The exclusive 
new branded telescopic jib product 
was shown during the show and was 
very well received by the visitors. 
See you at next WNE exhibition! 
In the meantime, drop us a line at  
info-fr@serapid.com.

info-uk@serapid.com / +44 (0)1359 233335
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Currently on the US leg of their 48-date World 
Tour, having already played 18 dates in Europe, 
Beyoncé and Jay-Z are likely to perform to over 2 
million people by the final show.

The show designers (Stufish Entertainment 
Architects) engaged Brilliant Stages in Wakefield 
(part of the Production Park Group) to design 
and build all of the downstage systems and they 
in turn contacted SERAPID UK to provide LinkLift 
units to raise and lower the centrepiece of the 
spectacular stage set – an 18m long x 5m wide 
‘bridge’ weighing 26 tonnes that travels over 

the heads of the audience carrying the artists 
and their dancers along with lighting and smoke 
machines.

4 x LL80 assemblies were supplied with special 
vertical 3-strand magazines to give 4m of travel. 
2-off are deployed either side of telescoping 
structural guide columns at each end of the 
platform. The LinkLifts are electronically 
synchronised using the customers-own servo-
motors and control system.

The SERAPID Team is hoping that the Summer 
break has brought you the relaxation you needed 
and that you and your Teams have now gone 
back to work fully re-energised. As for us, you 
will notice in this new edition of Chain Mail, that 
the entertainment industry has brought us some 
very exciting, highly visible challenges we are now 
sharing with you. In particular, we are very proud 
to officially announce that the latest version of 
our Automated Curved Row seating system is 
now fully functional at the Philharmonic Concert 

Hall at the Zaryadye Park in Moscow. SERAPID 
technology allows those venues to benefit both 
from the modern aspect of automated seating 
reconfiguration and the “curved” seating rows 
acknowledged by the industry as the optimal 
set up for an enjoyable spectator experience.  
Have a good read!

Dominique Thoumire (SERAPID France Sales 
Manager – Industry) describing the Rigid 
Chain Technology to ORANO’s CEO Philippe 
Knoche
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Dear Readers,



An automated curved row 
seating system

A powerful and economical solution for demanding jobs which 
has been designed initially for the nuclear market.

It is an actuator consisting of a specific rigid chain, which can 
be deployed over several metres without being supported, and 
thus ensure control operations or small mechanical work in very 
confined environments such as tanks, containers or cells.

This new product is very compact, can be easily 
introduced by reduced access (manhole, coring, hatch, 
etc.) and is especially useful for dismantling work.  
With a simple and robust design, this telescopic arm will 
be a powerful and economical tool for everyday use.  
Composition: stainless steel, titanium and plastic.

Telescopic jibs - intervention in confined environments
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Prolight+Sound trade show  
Sept. 13 to 15  
Moscow, Russia  
Booth N°A25 - Hall 4
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Philharmonic Concert Hall                                                                                          
at Zaryadye Park, Moscow, Russia

How do you create a fully multi-functional 
room and still have great sightlines and the 
same acoustic conditions? With the SERAPID 
QSX (Quick Seat eXchange) curved row seating 
system.

The redevelopment of the vacant site previously 
occupied by the demolished Rossiya Hotel 
was the subject of an international design 
competition, won after a hard fought battle by 
a consortium led by Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS 
+ R). The result is the spectacular ZARYADYE 
Park, which includes 25,200 square metres of 
performance venues, including a Philharmonic 
Concert Hall. As with most modern venues, the 
concert hall was designed to be multi-purpose, a 
space that could be reconfigured from flat floor 
to raked seating to accommodate a variety of 
events.  

With raked seating, a curved row configuration 
is known to provide superior sightlines; but 
combining curved rows with automated 
reconfigurable seating had long been thought 
impossible. However, SERAPID’s engineers have 
developed a solution, QSX Seating System, 
that works for straight, curved or faceted tiers 
regardless of the number of rows, seats or 
configurations.

The QSX system that SERAPID produced for the 
Zaryadye project consists of twenty curved rows 
ranging from 23 to 30 metres, with a total of 
677 seats. The system is fully automated and 
can change from a flat floor to a raked seating 
setup in less than 30 minutes. Fast and smooth 
operating, the innovative QSX system opens up 
new possibilities for architects, theatre designers 
and consultants.  

EuroLift trade show 
October 02 to 04 
Kielce, Poland 
Booth VFA

Kinetic architecture

Metalmadrid’18 trade show  
September, 26 to 27 
Feria de Madrid, Spain 
Booth N°2B03- Hall 2 
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Live Design Internat. (LDI) trade show  
October, 15 to 21 
Las Vegas, NV, USA 
Booth 2004

Entertainment

EuroBlech trade show 
October, 23 to 26 
Hanover, Germany 
Booth N°K31 - Hall 27

Customer: City of Moscow 
Chief Architect: Sergey Kuznetsov 
Design Consortium:  
Diller, Scofidio + Renfro (DS + R) 
Hargreaves Associates 
Citymakers 
Integrator: Doka

Performing Arts Design Symposium 
& Social Event 
Sept. 26  
Sofitel Dubai Downtown,   
United Arab Emirates

Entertainment

Entertainment
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E2 Forum elevator+escalator 
Sept. 18 to 19 
Frankfurt, Germany

Kinetic architecture


